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of effective written expression means so much the less
time available to the pupil for accumulating the English
language. But since a useful vocabulary is useless of
itself, unless the pupil knows how to use it, some train-
ing in the art of composition cannot be omitted. In this
book, which is concerned with the teaching of English
as a foreign language and the problems peculiar to that
subject, space is wanting for more than a few hints on
method in a matter which should be treated in books
on the teaching of the vernacular.
Teaching Continuous Written Compositio?i
The first thing of importance is to get the p?ipil to realize
the value of pla?ming his compositio?i beforehand. This
can be done by making him contrast actual examples of
orderly and muddled composition, and trying to dis-
cover the plan, or order of topics, and the connections
between them, in either case. This may be done most
impressively by keeping, as far as possible, to the same
subject-matter, thus proving the superior lucidity of
order over disorder, The next step is to accustom him
to effective planning of his own composition. Here
there are two conditions favouring success.
 1.	Be sure that the topic is one on which the pupil has
plenty to say.    Suggestions of the kind of topic that may
arouse interest and thoughts in children of secondary
department age have been already given.    It remains to
add that choice of topic may be permitted and encouraged
in the pupil within the limits of the working vocabulary.
But the teacher of English should see that the pupil
does not confine himself to too few topics to cover the
range of vocabulary required of him.
 2.	Take care that the plan is the pupil's own.     What
he has to do is to express his own thoughts lucidly, not
somebody else's.    To impose a plan upon him before-
hand is to restrict him to ideas within the limits of that
plan, and to discourage individuality.    The teacher of
English may find himself confronted with mechanical
habits of composition already implanted.    Schools are
not uncommon in which the pupil is given sets of ready-
made plans for different classes of topic, e.g.,

